STARTING STARGAZING
Chris Lord
"Hey Chris, what's that bright star next to the Moon?"
One of the most frequently asked questions directed to an experienced amateur astronomer, from the
man on the Clapham omnibus. "It's Jupiter." "How do you know it's Jupiter?" How indeed, and how to
respond to the eponymous questioner. The simple answer, and the honest one, is, "Well I've learned the
night sky, the bright stars and constellations, and I know where the bright planets are, and know how
they move along the ecliptic." The response I usually give is, "I know what Jupiter looks like and where to
look for it." Of course it's no real explanation at all, but it satisfies the casual and largely disinterested
enquirer. But how do I know what planet it is, and where to look? How do I tell one star from any other,
when there are so many?

LEARNING THE NIGHT SKY
To learn the night sky you begin with a very obvious yet scarcely considered fact. In the Northern Hemisphere
the Sun rises in the east, culminates due south at local noon, and sets in the west. The sun is highest in the sky
at local noon in summer and lowest at local noon in winter. You never see the Sun going the other way. From
Blackpool you never see the sun due north.
You have no sensation of the Earth turning, because it carries you and everything around you with it at exactly
the same speed. That speed does not vary, so you have no awareness of what is actually happening. The Sun
may appear to move from east to west, but actually it remains still, and the Earth with you standing on it, turns
from west to east, once every 24 hours. Every 24 hours the Sun returns to almost the same place in the sky.
Except, it shifts a little each day in its highest altitude at local noon.
The Moon does a very similar thing. It rises in the east, culminates due south, and sets in the west. Except it
tends to do so at night. It also changes shape over a four week period we call a month. When it is near the Sun
it is crescent shaped. When it is roughly at right angles to the Sun it is half Moon shaped, and when it is directly
opposite the Sun it is round or Full. We know the Moon is closer than the Sun because it occasionally passes in
front of the Sun's disc. If it were further away than the Sun it would pass behind it.
The Moon follows a similar path to the Sun in our skies. The annual path of the Sun across the heavens is called
the Ecliptic. The stars that lie close to the Ecliptic are divided into 12 constellations which each span roughly
30º, forming the Zodiac, literally, "circle of Animals", because mythologically they are represented in allegorical
form by a variety of creatures and people.
The Celestial Equator is the projection of the Earth's equator onto the sky. The Ecliptic is tilted 23º.4 to the
Celestial Equator, because the Earth's rotation axis is tilted by 23º.4 to the plane of its solar orbit. The path of
the Moon's orbit about the Earth is inclined 5º.14 to the Ecliptic. The Moon can be seen higher and lower in the
sky than the Sun. Full Moon is lowest in summer and highest in winter. First Quarter Moon is highest in Spring,
Last Quarter Moon is highest in Autumn. When the Sun culminates high in the sky the Full Moon, being
opposite the Sun, will be low, and so on. When the Moon rides low in the sky it is said to be, "running low."
When the Moon rides high in the sky it is said to be, "running high."
Full Moon's occur each month (with the odd exception), and are given folk names.
January - Wolf Moon.
February - Snow Moon
March - Storm Moon
April - Seed Moon
May - Milk Moon
June - Mead Moon
July - Hay Moon
August - Corn Moon
September - Harvest Moon
October - Hunter's Moon
November - Poacher's Moon
December - Cold Moon
There is a curious phenomenon which occurs every Harvest & Hunter's Moon. It is called a Lunar Standstill. The
Full Moon rises almost the same time at dusk for several days. The Full Moon also appears much larger in the
sky at Moonrise, an illusion, but nonetheless, useful to rural communities, and one can tell at a glance that the
Full Moon names have a rural origin. Sometimes there are two Full Moon's in a calendar month, the second
being a "Blue Moon." Look out for the next Blue Moon in July 2015. Blue Moons occur roughly every 2 to 3
years. Question, if the first Full Moon on July 2nd. 2015 is the Hay Moon, what is the Blue Moon on July 31st.
called? Another question, February sometimes has no Full Moon, when will this next occur?
Lunar phases on any calendar date repeat every 19 years, the Cycle of Meton in which 235 lunar months take
19 years. If the Moon is Full on any particular day of the year, it will be Full on that day 19 years hence. The
last time New Year's Eve fell on a Blue Moon was December 31st. 2009, so the next time will be one Metonic
cycle later, i.e. 2028. And as an added bonus, at that time there will be a Total Lunar Eclipse. How good is that?
A "Blue Moon" turning red!
(Meton of Athens lived in the C6th BC but the cycle was used in the Babylonian calendar. It is also described in ancient Chinese calendar

systems, and is part of the mechanical function of the Antikythera mechanism. It was probably known to the ancient Egyptians).

IDENTIFYING STARS & CONSTELLATIONS
If you go outside on a clear evening just after sunset, you see a pale dusk twilight sky. One by one the brightest
stars come out. Identifying them at first is almost impossible, unless you have either a star map or a clever
adjustable yearly guide called a Planisphere. I cannot recommend one of these devices enough. Consider it
essential. It is better than a star map in helping you learn the bright stars and constellations.

The brightest stars all have proper names. To identify these, besides a planisphere you need a handbook. I
recommend Patrick Moore's "Observer's Book of Astronomy" because he provides star lore and mythology
which adds to the romance of star gazing. It also helps a little if you also have a low power, wide field,
binocular, such as 6x30, 7x35, or 8x40. Low power binoculars have a sufficiently wide field of view to aid
identifying star colours in areas of big constellations.

It takes about a year at least to become acquainted with all the constellations visible from your home town,
because it takes a year for the Earth to orbit the Sun. You cannot see the stars near the Sun because the Sun is
too bright. You can only see them in a twilight or dark sky.
Next you need a visual star atlas. Either Norton's or Edmund's star atlas will suffice. Aided with your binocular

you will be able to search out open star clusters, globular clusters, and nebulae. There are over 100 Messier
objects. M objects are listed in Norton's. There are fainter nebulae listed in the New General Catalogue, or NGC.
They are designated as NGC objects. Once you've learned a number of these, you are ready to learn how to use
a telescope.

LEARNING HOW TO USE A TELESCOPE
A telescope gathers more light than the eye or small binoculars and will show fainter stars, stars too faint to be
seen with the naked eye. A telescope also magnifies objects making them appear closer. The snag is stars are
so far away they are points of light, and no matter how much magnification you apply, they still appear as
points of light. Actually a high quality telescope shows a highly magnified star as a disc with faint thin circular

rings around it. But this is not the true disc of the remote star. It is an optical phenomenon called a spurious
disc produced by Fraunhöfer diffraction.

All a telescope can do is make a naked eye star look a lot brighter, and reveal faint stars otherwise invisible. The
bigger the telescope the fainter stars you can see.

STAR MAGNITUDES
Stars are rated in brightness using a scale called Magnitude. The lower the Magnitude number, the brighter the
star. Vega, the brightest star in the constellation Lyra (The Lyre), is the gauge point, and classified as being Mag
0. The faintest stars visible in a truly dark sky are typically Mag 6, or 6m. Mag 5 stars are 100 times fainter
than a Mag 0 star. The scale is logarithmic, to the power of the 5th root of 100. So a Mag 1 star is 2.512 times
brighter than a Mag 2 star and so on. This odd brightness scale has its origins with a Greek astronomer called
Hipparchus who drew up the first star catalogue of 850 stars in 135BC. Three hundred years later, Ptolemy's
"Almagest" the oldest surviving star catalogue, listed 1025 stars and their relative brightness in five magnitude
groups. Much later, in 1830, Sir John Herschel found that five increments of magnitude approximately
represented a brightness ratio of 100 to 1. (see footnote)
If you have a small refractor with a 3-inch diameter object glass it gathers about 100 times more light than the
eye, and will therefore show stars 5 magnitudes fainter, or Mag 11 in a dark sky. A 6-inch Newtonian reflector
will gather 400 times more light than the eye and show stars down to Mag 12.5. A 12-inch aperture will gather
1600 times more light than the eye and show stars down to Mag 14. To gain 3 magnitudes you have to
quadruple the aperture, definitely the law of diminishing returns.
But what about the planets? The planets are close enough to show true discs, and a highly magnified view
through a telescope will reveal detail on those discs. Again, how fine that detail is depends largely on the
aperture. But it also depends on the stability of the atmosphere, or "Seeing". Larger apertures tend to be
restricted more by astronomical seeing. A 3-inch or 6-inch telescope is hardly affected at all. A 12-inch
telescope is almost always affected, and rarely achieves its potential.
That is why it is better to start with a small telescope. Small telescopes are also lighter, easier to setup and take
indoors after an observing session, and if it is a small refractor, trouble free. Which is why I always recommend
a 3-inch refractor as a first 'scope. It can magnify up to x150, which is sufficient to see detail on Saturn and
Jupiter, and the broader detail on Mars.

USING AN ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
Telescopes come on two types of mount. Alt-Az, and Equatorial. Alt-Az stands for Altitude & Azimuth. The mount
permits the telescope to be swung up and down, vertical to the ground, i.e. Altitude, and also east to west
parallel to the horizon, i.e. Azimuth.
The trouble with an Alt-Az mount is the stars don't just move in either Altitude or Azimuth, they move in a
combination of both motions. Your telescope's slow motions have to be operated in unison, and at high power
this takes both hands, continually. Astronomical seeing continually defocuses the image, which you need to
continually adjust. So you need one hand for Altitude adjustment, one hand for Azimuth adjustment and your
other hand for focus adjustment. That's three hands altogether, so unless you're Zephod Beeblebrox, you're
going to be a hand short!
The answer to this problem is the Equatorial mount. The Equatorial mount has two axes, just as the Alt-Az
mount does, but one of its axes is aligned parallel to the Earth's rotation axis. The stars can be followed by
moving the telescope about this axis to counter the effect of the Earth's diurnal rotation. This only needs one
hand, leaving your other free to adjust focus periodically. So much more convenient.
The trouble is, most tyro's take one look at an Equatorial mount, and are baffled by it. All tyros instinctively
think Alt-Az. This is natural. You stand upright, feet on the ground held firmly in place by gravity, head up
towards the sky, vertically above your feet. You look around from side to side, and up or down at right angles to
the ground and the horizon.
An Equatorial telescope doesn't work like that. Before you begin observing you have to line up the polar axis so
it is parallel to the Earth's rotation axis. How does one do this?

Your Equatorial mount will have an altitude scale on the side of the polar axis housing. The bolt that clamps the
polar axle needs to be loosened slightly, and the axis tilted so the scale reads your geographic latitude. Here in
Blackpool the latitude is about 54º. Once set the bolt is tightened, never to be loosened again.
You then need to turn the entire mounting in azimuth until the polar axis points towards the North Celestial Pole
(NCP), which is close to Polaris. For casual stargazing, Polaris itself will suffice, it is less than 1º from the NCP.
You point your telescope by freeing off both the polar or Hour Angle axis and Declination axis. Stars have coordinates, measured in Right Ascension, and Declination. Right Ascension is the Hour Angle eastwards of the
meridian due south, and Declination is the angle above or below the Celestial Equator.

Your Equatorial will come fitted with setting circles (unless it is GoTo). The setting circle on the polar axis has
two pointers, one fixed, and one which moves with the 'scope. The scale is in time. The other axis has a
Declination setting circle, which is fixed, and has a single moving pointer. The Declination setting circle is
graduated in degrees, in 90º quadrants, 90-0-90-0, and should read 90º when pointed at the NCP.

POINTING A TELESCOPE ON AN EQUATORIAL MOUNT
Any telescope may be pointed at a known star or planet using star hopping, which entails an intimate familiarity
of star patterns. You can also set the Declination axis to the object's Declination and swing it round in Hour
Angle and sweep it up in the finder. But what about faint objects, objects too faint to show in the finder?

You need to know three things. The object's Right Ascension (RA) and Declination (DEC), and the Local Sidereal
Time (LST). All three are to be found in "Norton's Star Atlas & Handbook."
RA & DEC for a particular epoch (e.g. 2000AD) are provided with the object description. But how does one find
the Local Sidereal Time? You need to know what the Sidereal Time is at midnight at Greenwich on the particular
day. You then add the time of day you are observing, less a correction of 10 seconds per hour, less a correction
for your longitude, which in Blackpool is 12 minutes.

Example:

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Hour_angle_still1.png>

21JAN2013 - to find LST at 2100UT.
GST @ 00:00UT 08:00
LST = 08:00 + 21:00 - 00:03.5 - 00:12 = 28h:44m:30s
subtract 24:00 & LST = 04h:44m:30s
The RA setting circle is turned by hand until the RA is read off against the moving pointer, and then the
telescope turned until the LST is read off against the fixed pointer. (Remember RA is a fixed value, LST
advances minute by minute). The RA setting circle will rotate with the polar axis, marking the passage of
Sidereal Time against the fixed pointer..
If your polar axis is set pointing close to the NCP, then the object should be somewhere in the field of a low or
medium power eyepiece.
There is a quick and dirty method, which works only when your equatorial mount is properly polar aligned. Set

the DEC to a known bright star and swing the telescope onto it. Set the object's RA on the RA setting circle's
moving pointer. The fixed pointer will read off the LST.
There used to be devices for calculating LST, which you then set on an old mechanical clock deliberately
regulated to gain 4 minutes per day. Edmund's Star Time Calculator, an LST slide rule, being a classic example.

Another device, used in WWII on Lancaster bombers by the navigator, is the MkII Astro-compass, which can be
used to read off the Local Hour Angle (LHA), which is easily converted to LST by dividing by 15 (there are 15º
in 1 hour). So for example LHA 17º:07':30" = LST 01h:08m:30s.

WHAT IS SIDEREAL TIME?
Without knowing Sidereal time it is impossible to set an equatorial telescope to the object's hour angle. But
what is Sidereal Time?
The Earth orbits the Sun once a year. Each year has almost 365 days, and each day is divided up into 24 equal
hours. The Earth spins on it's axis once per day, but we measure this day by repeated central meridian
crossings of the Sun. From one day to the next the Earth has moved almost 1º further around the Sun in it's
annual orbit. The Earth has to rotate 1º further each day for the Sun to cross the central meridian. In other
words our 24 hour day actually marks a rotation of 361º, not 360º. That extra degree takes 4 minutes.
However the stars are for all practical purposes infinitely far away. For any particular star to culminate on the
meridian, the Earth has to turn through 360º. So the star or Sidereal day is not 24 hours but 23h:56m. If we
divide a star day by 24 equal amounts, each star or Sidereal hour is 59m:50s.

At the Autumnal Equinox midnight, GST = 00h:00m. That is the starting point for calculating GST @ midnight.
With the passage of each day, GST @ midnight increases by 4m. At the Winter Solstice GST @ midnight is 06h:
00m; at the Vernal Equinox GST @ midnight is 12h:00m, and at the Summer Solstice GST @ midnight is 18h:
00m.

Providing your Equatorial mount is fitted with accurate setting circles, you do not need to star hop to find things
in the night sky. All you need to know is the object's RA & DEC from Norton's, and your LST.

SUMMARY
Notice I have made no mention of setting up and using a GoTo telescope. Notice also that I only refer to getting
a telescope once you've learned the night sky. And notice that I've made no mention of laptop or tablet
computers or smart phones, which ruin your dark adaptation.
To learn how to star gaze, begin by identifying the 48 constellations that may be seen from Blackpool without
any optical aid. Then buy a small wide field binocular, and observe Messier and NGC objects. Once you know
where these objects are, and you can also identify the bright planets, buy a small telescope to obtain more
detailed views.
Don't be tempted to buy electronic gadgets, and don't waste money on GoTo for your first telescope. You won't
need it because you'll know where objects are, and you'll be able to use either star hopping or setting circles to
point your telescope at them. If you intend upgrading your mount at a later stage, buy a mount that can have
GoTo added. Buy a telescope with a solid mount and tripod. The mount is more important than the telescope.
GoTo, computers or smart phones, digital eyepieces &c &c, are not essential. Don't waste money on them. If
you have the urge to buy astro kit, buy eyepieces and filters and a star diagonal. And remember low power
views are just as useful as high power views, probably more so. If you have a yen to observe sunspots, buy a
Herschel wedge or solar diagonal.
One final point. It helps one understand observational amateur astronomy if one knows about the history of
astronomy and the history of the telescope. As you progress, read as about it as you can.

footnote
We now know that this is equivalent to Fechner's law which states that the intensity of visual sensation varies as the logarithm of the intensity of
the stimulus. In 1856 Norman Robert Pogson formalised the system into a logarithmic scale to the 5th root 100, known as Pogson's ratio.
Pogson's scale was originally fixed by assigning Polaris a magnitude of 2. But Polaris was later found to be a Cepheid variable with two fainter
close companions. Polaris is the closest Cepheid and it is now 2.5 times brighter than when Ptolemy observed it, changing it from the Mag 3
assigned by him, to the current Mag 2.

